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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

This Usting of claims wiU replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the

application:

Claims 1-25 (canceled)

Claim 26 (currently amended) a system for copdncting an automated auction for

Tn^iltiple nbiects ii^ mnltiple rounds, th. .uciin^ allowiiiP assignment of objects at different

prices, the system comprising:

a plurality of bid entry terminals otxintftd hv bidders:

A hiMmP infonnatinn processor, th^- bi'dding information processor being

cnmrnunicativelv cnunled to the bid entrv te,rmira^s and comprisins:

n.^^^ for peneratinp nnrent bidding information, the current bidding information

including at lea.st an indicator of a current price.

n,«,Ti..i. counled t^^ tbe generating mftans. for transmittinp a signal representing

r.„rmnt bidding ipform^rion fromth^ biHHinP infotmation nror^to bid entry terminals.

means for rtv^iving bids fmm bid entry terminals, and

TnP^n. for determininp, >=^«mtdv for each of a plurality of bidders, a quantity of

objects, if any, to be assi pned in the current round;

^^n. ...i^m^ the d^^in^H m^tity of objects to the determined bidder in

the cxirrcnt round;

ftap.b bid entrv terminal comprising;

rr...r.. for receiving a KIH fiv^m . p^rticip-^>i^r
^^'^'^^^ indicating a quantity

9f objects bp frflnaacted.

,^..n.: ^nnnled to tii^ hid receiving m '^^"' fortr^n.^mittinP a siffnal representi^^R

tbft hid to the bidding infr>"-""tinn nrocessor. and

P. onrr^t bidd^^^r i^^^^^tion from th. bidriipp information Pfpcessor;

i4i^.:iy6tom of oloim 62, wherein the determining means comprises:
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a) a &st summing means for summing the quantities ofobjects to be

transacted by all bidders at the current price;

b) a first comparing means, coupled to the first summing means, for

comparing the summed quantity of objects to be transacted at the current price with the

current quantity of available objects;

c) a first assigning means, coupled to the comparing means, for assigning

objects to a bidder based on the bids of the other bidders and decreasing the current

quantity of objects avaUable, if the summed quantity of objects to be transacted at the

current price is greater than the current quantity of available objects; and

d) a second assigning means, coupled to the comparing means, for assigning

to each bidder a quantity of objects oonesponding to each bidder's respective bid, ifthe

summed quantity of objects to be transacted at the current price is not greater than the

current quantity of available objects.

Claim 27 (previously presented) The system of claim 26, wherem the first assigning

means comprises:

a) means for selecting for consideration a bidder not yet considered;

b) a second summing means, coupled to the selecting means, for summing

the quantities to be transacted by all bidders other than the bidder being considered;

c) a second comparing means, coupled to the second summing means, for

comparing the quantity to be transacted by all bidders other than the bidder being

considered with the curfent quantity of available objects; and

d) a third assignmg means, coupled to the comparing means, for assigning

the objects in excess ofthose to be transacted by all bidders other than the bidder being

considered to the bidder being considered and subtracting those objects fi:om the current

quantity of avaUable objects, ifthe quantity to be transacted by all bidders other than the

bidder being considered is less than the current quantity of available objects.

Claim 28 (previously presented) The system of Claim 62, wherein each bid entered by a

bidder is limited by the immediately preceding bid entered by that bidder.
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Claim 29 (previously presented) Tlie system of Claim 62. wherein the updated bidding

information includes aU bids received at the bidding information processor at the current price

and a bid entry terminal comprises means for displaying aU such bids.

Claim 30 (previously presented) The system of Claim 62. wherein the means for

generating updated bidding information comprises means for receiving an updated current price

specified by an auctioneer.

Claims 31-42 (canceled)

Claim 43 (currently amended) ^ cy»:t.m fnr conductinfr .n mitomated auction for multiple

m multiple to^rr^A. th. miction allo^vinf^ as.ipnment of pbjrrts nt different pyices, the

system comprising:

. J.^.^r^VMy nfbid ern terminals, the bid entry terminals operated by bidders;

, v,;HHir,p infnrmatioi^ prnr«s..nr. the biddinp information pTocgsgor being

communicativ^lY r^upled to b^H entry tenninnls and comprising!

.^..n. fnr paneratinr bidding information iqcludinr fit lea,^. the current

price associated with at laa-rt one object,

^.^n., rnnpled to the r^n^^i^p means, for transmitting a signai representing

.n^nt K^^din^ infor^.tir.n from ifae biddinP iTiform^^tion processor to bid entry terminals,

mRans for receivinp bids froi^ ^^'^ '"trv terminals, and

fnr Hetermining. ^T^^^lv ^-r . nlurali^r ofhiddPTS R quantity of objects,

if any, to be assifmed in thft current round;

^..n. ...i .ninP the d^^^r^in^d nuantitv of Objects to the d^ermined bidder at the

price for the roundi

oanh 1n\A ftntry terminal comprising:

^.eivtn. a bid frcn r r-^^T-^-^" ^^^dder the bid indicating at |^ast an

n^.r^ or a ouar^t^^ nh^^r^t. to h^. transacted, and an associated price.
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tl^e bid to the bidding informatjoD processor. an_d

,^..n. for receiving mrr^nt bidding information from the bidding jtiformation

processor:

miiyotcmofolainv^3. wherein the seeeadnletermining means comprises:

a) [a] first summmg means for summing the quantities of objects to be

transacted by all bidders at the current price;

b) [a] first comparing means, coupled to the first summing means, for

comparing the summed quantity of objects to be transacted in the current round with the

current quantity of available objects;

c) [a] first assigning means, coupled to the comparing means, for assigning

objects to a bidder based on the bids of the other bidders and decreasmg the current

quantity of objects available, ifthe summed quantity of objects to be transacted in the

current round is greater than the cunent quantity of available objects; and

d) [a] second assigning means, coupled to the comparing means, for

assigning to each bidder a quantity of objects corresponding to each bidder's respective

bid, if the summed quantity of objects to be transacted in the current round is not greater

than the current quantity of available objects.

Clahn 44 (previously presented) The system of claim 63, wherem a number of objects on

which a bidder is allowed to bid must not be larger than a mmiber of objects on which the bidder

was allowed to bid in an immediately preceding round.

Claim 45 (previously presented) The method ofclaim 63, wherein a bid comprises an

indication of a quantity of objects and aprice associated with the quantity of objects.

Claim 46 (previously presented) The method of claim 63, wherek a bid comprises a list

of specific objects and a price associated with each object in the list

Claim 47 (currently amended) In a system including a plurality ofbid entry terminals

operated by bidders, and a bidding information processor, the bidding information processor
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being communicatively coupled to bid entry terminals, a method for conductmg an automated

auction for multiple objects in multiple rounds, the auction allowing assignment of objects at

different prices, the method comprising the steps of:

a) transmitting a signal representing cuncnt bidding information from the

bidding information processor to a plurality of bid entry terminals, the current bidding

information including at least an indicator of a current price;

b) receiving bids from participating bidders at the bid entry teitninals, each

said bid representing at least a quantity of the objects the bidder wishes to transact and at leas!

nne said bid incluHincr a Quantity ppr^mfiter indicating a Quantity of th^ ohiects the bidder wishes

to transact;

c) transmitting a signal representing a bid from each bid entry terminal which

received a bid;

d) determining separately, for each ofa plurality of bidders, a quantity ofthe

objects, if any, to be assigned in the current round, and in the event of such a determined

quantity, assigning the determined quantity to the determined bidder; and

e) generating updated bidding information and initiating at least one more

round of bidding if any objects remain unassigned.

Claim 48 (previously presented). A method as recited in claim 47 wherein the

assignment in step d) occurs at a price related to liie round in which ihe assignment occurs.

Claim 49 (previously presented). A method as recited in claim 47 wherein tiie

determining in step d) occurs at the price ofthe round in which the assignment occurs.

Claim 50 (previously presented) A metiiod as in claim 47 wherein the determining in

step d) is effected for each bidder who submitted a bid in the round.

Claim 51 (currentiy amended) Tn a ..;v5rtem includinp a phu-ality ofbjd entry terminals

r.pP.mted bv bidd^T'. ^ ^'ddinfl infnrmfltioT. nrocessor the bidding informi|ti9n processor

s.^np .^mmnnicat^v^W ^-^iinled to bid ^ntrv t^inals. amrthod frr conduotinp ffl automated
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auction for multiple nh^ecte in multirl^. rn^inds. the auction allowmg assipnment of objects ^

different prices, the method comprigiiip; the steps of:

transmitting a signal ij^presentmg current bidding information from Ihg

hiHainp informatinT, processor to a plurality of hid entry terminals, the current bidding

information i«r.1.i/1inp at least an indicator nf a cnrrent price;

h-\ receivir.p hiA^ from parHripatine bidders at the bid eptry terminals, each

hid renresentme «t l^a-^t a Quantity of the objects thft bidder wishes tp transact;

transmittmg « ^i^al icnresentino a hid from earh hid entry terminal xvhjph

received a hid:

^ H^.rmt«ing spp^ratfilv. for each ^ plurality of bidders, a quantity ofthe

nh^ects. if any, to a..ipned in the ^i^-r^t rniind. and in th^ event of such a detexmined

q,i;,ntitv. assigning the determii^^H gnantitv to the dfttermined bidder; and.

e^ generating undated biMHinP informatinn and initiatinff at least one mOTg

round of biddinp if anv obi '^^t'! remain unassiened;

The method c'f ^^-^^"^ ^7 wherein the determining step comprises the step$ of:

[a)]0 summing the quantities to be transacted by all bidders to determine a total

quantity of objects to be transacted at the cunent price;

[b)]gi ifthe total quantity of objects to be transacted at the current price is

greater than the current quantity of available objects, assigning objects to abidder based

on the bids of other bidders and decreasing the current quantity of objects available in

accordance with the assigning;

[c)M Ifthe total quantity of objects to be transacted at the cunent price is not

greater than the current quantity of available objects, assigning to each bidder a quantity

of objects corresponding to each bidder's respective bid.

Claim 52 (previously presented) The method ofclaim 47 wherein the determining step

comprises the steps of:

a) selecting for consideration a bidder not yet considered;

b) summmg the quantities to be transacted by all bidders other than the

bidder being considered;
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o) If the sum of quantities to be transacted by all bidders other than the

bidder being considered is less than the current quantity of available objects, assigning the

objects within the bid and in excess ofthose to be transacted by aU bidders other than the bidder

being considered, to the bidder being considered and subtracting those objects from the current

quantity of available objects.

d) repeating steps a-c for each participating bidder.

Claim S3 (previously presented) the method of claim 47, further including the step of

Umiting each bid entered by a bidder by the immediately precedmg bid entered by that bidder.

Claim 54 (previously presented) The method ofclaim 47, -wherein the updated bidding

information includes all bids received at the bidding information processor at the current price

and flirlher comprising the step of displaying all bids on all bid entry terminals.

Claim 55 (previously presented) The method of claim 47, wherein the updated bidding

information includes a sum ofbids received at the bidding information processor and further

comprising the step of displaying the sum.

Claim 56 (previously presented) In a system including a plurality of bid entry terminals

operated by bidders, and a bidding information processor, the biddmg information processor

being communicatively coupled to bid entry terminals, a method for conducting an automated

auction for muMple objects in multiple rounds, the auction allowing assignment or objects at

different prices, the method comprising the steps of:

a) transmitting a signal representing current bidding information from the

bidding information processor to a plurality ofthe bid entry terminals;

b) allowing participating bidders to enter bids at bid entry terminals, a bid

indicating at least an object, or a quantity of objects, and an associated price,

c) transmitting a signal representing a bid from a bid entry terminal which

received a bid;

8
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d) detescmining separately, for each of a plurality of bidders, a quanttty of

objects, if any, to be assigned to the bidder in the current round, and in the event of such a

determined quantity, assigning the determined quantity to the determined bidder,

e) generating updated bidding information at the bidding information

processor; and

f) initiating at least one additional round ofbidding if at least one object

remains unassigned.

Clahn 57 (previously presented) A method as recited in claim 56 wherein the assigning

occurs at the associated price.

Claim 58 (currently amended) Tn a system including a plurality ofbid entry temunals

nperaled bv bidders, and a bidding information processor, thi-. hiHHinp information processor

being communicatively couplftd tn hid entry terminals, a method for conductinR aq automated

auction for multiple objects in multiple roiinds. the auction allowing assignment or objects at

different prices, the method comprising the steps of:

a"^ transmitting a signal representing current bidding information from the

bidding information processor to a plurality ofthe bid entrv terminals ;

h^ allowing participating bidders to enter bids at hid entry temunals, a bid

indicatme at least an obiect or a Quantity of objects, and an associated price,

G-] transmitting a signal representing a hid from a bid entrv terminal whiah

received a bid:

d\ determining separately, for each of a plurality of bidders, a qu^tity of

obiecte. if any, tn be assigned tn the bidder in tba current round, and in the event of such a

determined quantity, assigning the determined quantity to the detenpined bidder;

generating undated bidding information at the bidding information

processor: and

fi initiating at least one additional round ofbidding if at least one object

remains unassignedM :

•The method of Claim 56 whereui the determining step comprises tiie steps of:

[a)]g) selecting for consideration a bidder not yet considered;
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[b)]h) suraming the quantities to be transacted by all bidders other than the

bidder being considered;

[c)]D ifthe sum of quantities to be transacted by all bidders other than the biddCT

being considered is less than the current quantity of available objects, assigning the objects

within the bid and in excess of those to be transacted by all bidders other than the bidder being

considered, to the bidder being considered and subtracting those objects from the current

quantity of available objects; and

[d)]j) repeating steps a-« R)-i) for each participating bidder.

Claim 59 (previously presented) The method of claim 56 wherein the number of objects

on which a bidder is allowed to bid is not larger than the number ofobjects on which the bidder

actually bid in an immediately preceding round.

Claim 60 (previously presented) The method of claim 56 wherein a bid comprises an

indication ofa quantity of objects and aprice associated withtiie quantity of objects.

Claim 61 (previously presented) The method of claim 56 wherein a bid comprises a list

of specific objects and a price associated with each object in the list.

Claim 62 (currently amended) A system for conducting an automated auction for

multiple objects in multiple rounds, the auction allowing assignment of objects at different

prices, the system comprising:

a plurality ofbid entry terminals operated by bidders;

a bidding information processor, the bidding information processor being

communicatively coupled to the bid entry terminals and comprising:

means for generating current bidding information, the current bidding information

including at least an indicator of a current price,

means, coupled to the generating means, for transmitting a signal representing

current bidding information from the bidding information piocessox to bid entry terminals,

means for receiving bids from bid entry terminals, aed
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means for determining, separately for each of ft plurality of bidders, a quantity of

objects, if any, to be assigned in the current roimd[;] ^

means assigning the detennined quantity of objects to the determined bidder in

the current roxmdl;]^ md

means for generating undated bidding information and initiating at least one more

round ofbidding if anv objects remain unassiened:

each bid entry terminal comprising:

means for receiving bids from a participating bidder, at least one of said tfee^

bids including a quantity parameter indicating a quantity of objects to be transacted,

means, coupled to the bid receiving means, for transmitting a signal representing

tiie bid to the bidding information processor, and

means for receiving current bidding information from the bidding information

processor.

Claim 63 (currently amended) A system for conducting an automated auction for

multiple objects in multiple rounds, the auction allowing assignment of objects at different

prices, Ae system comprising:

a plurality ofbid entry terminals, the bid entry terminals operated by bidders;

a bidding information processor, the bidding information processor being

commimicatively coupled to bid entry terminals and comprising:

means for generating current bidding information mcluding at least the current

price associated with at least one object,

means, coupled to the generating means, for transmitting a signal representing

current bidding information from the bidding information processor to bid entry terminals,

means for receiving bids fiom bid entry terminals, aed

means for determining, separately for a plurality of bidders, a quantity of objects,

if any, to be assigned in the current round[;]^

means assigning the determmed quantity of objects to the determined bidder at the

price for Ihe round[;],^
means for generating undated bidding information and initiating at least one more

round of bidding if anv obiects remain unassigned;
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each bid entry terminal comprising:

means for receiving a bid from a participating bidder, the bid indicating at least an

object, or a quantity ofobjects to be transacted, and an associated price,

means, coupled to die bid receiving means, for transmitting a signal representing

the bid to the bidding information processor, and

means for receiving current bidding information from the bidding information

processor.

Claim 64 (previously presented) The method of claim 47 wherein a bid received from a

bidder comprises a transaction curve.

Claim 65 (previously presented) The method of claim 64 wherein the transaction curve

comprises a demand curve.

Claim 66 (previously presented) The method of claim 64 wherein the transaction curve

comprises a supply curve,

Claim 67 (currenUy amended) In a system including a plurality ofbid entry terminals

operated by bidders, and a bidding infonnation processor, the bidding information processor

being communicatively coupled to bid entry terminals, a method for conducting an automated

auction for multiple objects in multiple rounds, the auction allowing assignment ofobjects at

different prices, the method comprising:

a) receiving bids from participating bidders at the bid entry terminals, each

sad bid representing at least a quantity of the objects the bidder wishes to transact ai^d ^ ^^ast

one said bid >ndndin^ a quantity parameter indicating a giiantilv ofthe objects the bidder wishes

to transact;

b) transmitting a signal representing a bid from each bid entry terminal which

received a bid to the bidding infonnation processor,

c) determining separately, for each ofa plurality ofbidders, a quantity of the

objects, if any, to be assigned in the current round, and in the event of such a determined
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quantity, assigtiing the detenniaed quantity to the determined bidder, said determining

comprising:

cl) summing the quantities to be transacted by all bidders other than

the bidder being considered;

c2) ifthe sum of quantities to be transacted by all bidders other than

the bidder being considered is less than the current qu^tity of available objects,

assigning the objects within the bid and in excess ofthose to be transacted by all bidders

other than the bidder being considered to the bidder being considered and subtracting

those objects from the current quantity of available objects; and

d) initiating at least one more round of bidding if any objects remain

unassigned.

Claim 68 (previously presented) A method as recited in claim 67 which includes, prior to

receiving bids, transmitting a signal representing current biddixxg information from the bidding

information processor to a plurality ofbid entry terminals, the current bidding information

including at least an indicator of a current price.

Claim 69 (previously presented) A method as recited in claim 67 in which the

assignment occurs at a price related to the round in which the assignment occurs.

Claim 70 (previously presented) A method as recited in claim 67, in which the

assignment occurs at the price of the round in which the assignment occurs.

Claims 71-75 (canceled)

Claim 76 (previously presented) A method for using a computer to implement an auction

of a plurality of objects, two or more bidders participating in the auction, the auction allowing

assignment of objects to one or more ofthe bidders at diflFerent prices, the method comprising:

a) inputting, into the computer, bids from participating bidders,
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b) determining at the computer, based on the bids of step a), whether there is at least one

object which is desired by only one bidder and, if so, assigning the determined object or objects

to the determined bidder,

c) inputting, into the computer, subsequent to a prior determining step, bids from

participating bidders,

d) determining at the computer, based on bids from participating bidders input in step c),

whether there is at least one object which is desired by only one bidder and, if so. assigning the

detemiined object or objects to the determined bidder, and

e) repetitively performing steps c) and d), ifany objects remain available-

Claim 77 (previously presented) A method as recited in claim 76 wherein, prior to step

a), participating bidders receive information concerning numbers ofavaUable objects and prices.

Claim 78 (previously presented) A method as recited in claim 77 wherein, prior to steps

a) and c), participating bidders receive information concerning numbers of available objects and

prices, and wherein the bids of steps a) and c) represent quantities ofobjects.

Claim 79 (previously presented) A method as recited in claim 78 wherein a determining

step includes summing quantities fiom bids from all but one bidder to produce a first sum and

comparing the first sum with a number of available objects.

Claim 80 (previously presented) A method as recited in claim 79 wherein a determining

step also includes, in the event the first sum is less than the number of available objects with

which it is compared, assigning to the one bidder a number of objects equal to a difference

between said n\miber of available objects and said first sum.

Claim 81 (previously presented) A method as recited in claim 80 wherein an assigned

object is assigned at a most recent price.
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Claim 82 (previously presented) A method as recited in claim 79 wherein a determining

step also includes summing quantities ftom bids of all but another bidder to produce another sum

and comparing the another sum with a number of available objects.

Claim 83 (previously presented). A method as recited in claim 76 wherein the inputting

includes:

al) providing a participating bidder with a terminal,

a2) receiving bid information at the terminal from a participating bidder, and

a3) sending bids to die computer based on the received bid information.

Claim 84 (previously presented) A method as recited in claim 83 which also includes:

f) sending information relating to the dctcnnination of step b) to one or more

terminals associated with participating bidders, and

g) sending information relating to the detemiination of step d) to one or more

terminals associated with participating bidders,

Claim 85 (previously presented) A method as recited in claim 84 wherein step g) further

includes providing information to tenninals of participating bidders mdicating whetiier tiie

auction has terminated.

Claim 86 (previously presented) A method as recited in claim 76 wherein the

determining steps are associated witii information on prices and numbers of available objects.

Claim 87 (previously presented) A method as recited in claim 76 wherein bids comprise

quantities of objects,

Claim 88 (previously presented) A method as recited in claim 86 wherein bids comprise

quantities of objects.
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Claim 89 (previously presented) A method as recited in claim 88 wherein a determining

step includes summing quantities from bids from all but one bidder to produce a first sum and

comparing the first sum with a number of available objects.

Claim 90 (previously presented) A method as lecited in claim 89 wherein a determining

step also includes, in the event the first sum is less than the number of available objects with

which it is compared, assigning to the one bidder a number of objects equal to a difference

between said number of available objects and said first sum-

Claim 91 (previously presented) A method as recited in claim 90 wherein an assigned

object is assigned at an associated price.

Claim 92 (previously presented) A computer system for implementing an auction of a

pluraUty of objects, two or more bidders participating in the auction, the auction allowing

assignment of objects to one or more ofthe bidders at different prices, the computer system

comprising:

a) input means for receiving bids from participating bidders,

b) first determining means for deteiminmg vvliether there is at least one object which is

desired by only one bidder based on the bids detected by the input means and for assigning the

determined object or objects to the determined bidder,

c) second input means for receiving bids from participating bidders effective after

operation ofthe first determining means,

d) second determining means for determining whether there is at least one object which is

desired by only one bidder based on bids detected by the second input means and for assigning

the determined object or objects to the determined bidder, and

e) control means to maintam operation ofthe second input and second determining means

so long as objects remain unassigned.

Claim 93 (previously presented) A computer system as recited in claim 92 which further

includes communication means conveying to bidders information concerning numbers of

available objects and prices.
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Claim 94 (previously presented) A computer system as recited in claim 93 wherein the

communication means conveys information concerning numbers of available objects and prices,

and wherein the first and second input means receive bids including information related to

quantities of objects.

Claim 95 (previously presented) A computer system as recited in claim 94 wherein said

first and second determining means includes an adder operating on quantities from bids from all

but one bidder to produce a first sum and a comparator for comparing tiie first sum with a

number of available objects.

Claim 96 (previously presented) A computer system as recited in claim 95 wherein the

first and second determining means also includes assigning means for assigning to the one bidder

a number of objects equal to a difiference between said number of available objects and said first

siun.

Claim 97 previously presented) A computer system as recited in claim 96 wherein the

determining means assigns objects at a most recent price.

Claim 98 (previously presented) A method as recited in claun 96 wherein the first and

second determining means also includes an adder for adding quantities from bids of all but

another bidder to produce another sum and a comparator for comparing tiie anotiier sum witii a

number of available objects.

Claim 99 (previously presented) A computer system as recited in claim 92 which further

includes:

al) a terminal related to a participating bidder, the tenninal including

a2) a receiver for receiving bid information from a participating bidder, and

a3) a transmitter sending bids from the terminal.
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Claim 100 (previously presented) A computer system as recited in claim 99 which

further includes means for reporting to bidders information relating to the operation of the first

and second determination means.

Claim 101 (previously presented) A computer system as recited in claim 100 wherein

said means for reporting also includes means for reporting to bidders that the auction has

terminated.

aaim 102 (previously presented) A computer system as recited in claim 92 wherein the

first and second determining means take account ofprices and numbers of available objects.

Claim 103 (previously presented) A computer system as recited in claim 92 wherein the

first and second input means receive bids which comprise quantities of objects.

Claim 104 (previously presented) A computer system as recited in claim 102 wherein the

first and second faiput means receive bids which comprise quantities of objects.

Claim 105 (previously presented) A computer system as recited in claim 104 wherein

said first and second determining means includes an adder operating on quantities from bids

firom all but one bidder to produce a first sum and a comparator for comparing the first sum with

a number of available objects.

Claim 106 (previously presented) A computer system as recited in claim 105 v^herein

the first and second determining means also includes assigning means for assigning to the one

bidder a number of objects equal to a difference between said number of available objects and

said first sum.

Claim 107 (previously presented) A computer system as recited in claim 106 wherein

the determining means assigns objects at a most recent price.
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Claim 108 (ouiiently amended) A t^nmputer-implementcd method for ujing at loaut ono

tHJinputortoimplomcnt conducting an auction of a plurality of items, the auction allowing

submission of bids on the items at a plurality oftimes and allowing assignment of the items at

different prices, the method comprising:

a) transmitting fromaoomputeF a signal representing current information

regarding the bidding process;

b) receiving bids submitted by a plurality ofbidders, nt least one pf said

hids including a quantity parameter indicating at4east a quantity ofihe items that a bidder wishes

to transact;

c) determinmg afe a oomputor, for each of a plurality ofbidders, a quantity of

the items, if any, to be assigned at the cunent time, and in the event of such a detennined

quantity, assigning the determined quantity to the determined bidder;

d) generating at a computer- updated information regarding the bidding

process; and

e) initiating at a computer at least one additional opportunity for bidders to

submit bids ifany items remain unassigned.

Claim 109 (previously presented) The method ofclaim 108 wherein tiie current

information regarding Ihe bidding process includes an indicator of a current price.

Claim 110 (previously presented) The method of claim 109 wherein the assigning ofthe

deteraiined quantity occurs at a price related to the current price.

Claim 1 1 1 (previously presented) The method of claim 109 wherein the assigning of the

determined quantity occurs at the current price.

Claim 112 (previously presented) The method of claim 109 wherein the determining is

effected for each bidder who submitted a bid at the current price.
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Claim 113 (cunently amended) A computer-implemented method for conducting an

auction ofa plurality of items, the auction allnwinp submission of bids on the items at a pluraUty

of times and allowing assignment of the items at different prices, the method comptising:

a) transmitting a signal representing current information regarding the

bidding process;

receiving bids submitted bv a nluralitv ofbidders, a bid indicatinK at least

a quantity of the items that a bidder wishes to transact.;

c-^ determininfr _ for each of a pluraHty nf bidders, a nnantity of the items, if

any, to be assienfid at the current time, and in the event of such a determined gnantitY, assipung

the determined quantity to the determined bidder:

d^ generating undated information regarding the bidding process; and

^) miiiating at least one additional opportunity for bidders to submit bids if

any items remain unassigned:

Tho method of claim 10& wherein the determining comprises the steps of:

[a)]fl summing the quantities to be transacted by all bidders at the current time

to determine a total quantity ofitems to be transacted at the current time; and

[b)]si ifthe total quantity ofitems to be transacted at the current time is greater

dian the current quantity of available items, assigning items to a bidder based on the bids of other

bidders and decreasing the curtent quantity of items available in accordance with the assigning;

[c)]hl if the total quantity of items to be transacted at the cuitent time is not

greater than the current quantity of available items, assigning to each bidder a quantity of items

corresponding to each bidder's respective bid.

Claim 1 14 (currently amended) A computer-implemented method for conducting an

auction ofa plurality of itero-t- the auction allowing submtf^ston of bids on the items at a plurality

of times and allowing assignment of the items at different prices, the method comprisiuR:

a'^ transmitting a signal representing current information regarding the

bidding process:

h^ receiving bids submitted bv a pliiralitv ofbiddars. a bid indicating at least

ft qnant|^ ofthe items that a bidder wishes to transact;
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determining, for each of a pluraHtv of bidders, a quantity of the itOTl$. if

any, to be assigned at the current time, and in the event of such a detennined Quantity^ assigning

the determined quantity to the determined bidder:

d> generating updated information regarding the bidding process: and

initiating at least one additional opportunitv for bidders to submit bids if

any items remain unassigned:

The method of claim 10& wherein the determining comprises the steps of:

[a] fl selecting for consideration a bidder not yet considered;

[b]g) summing the quantities to be transacted by all bidders other than the

bidder being considered;

[c]h} calculating a quantity of items to be assigned to the bidder being

considered, equaling the quantity of available items minus the sum of quantities to be transacted

by all bidders other than the bidder being considered, if the sum of quantities to be transacted by

all bidders other than the bidder being considered is less than the quantity of available items, and

equaling zero otherwise;

[d]ii assigning the quantity of items calculated in step c), within the bid of the

bidder being considered and not previously assigned to the bidder being considered, to the bidder

being considered; and

[e]j} repeating steps a) d) fj -i) for each bidder.

Claim 115 (currently amended) A computer-implemented method for conducting an

auction of a plurality of items, the auction allowing submission of bids on the items at a plurality

of times and allowing assignment of the items at diflFerent prices, the method comprising;

a^ transmitting a signal representing current information regarding the

bidding process, wherein said current information includes an indicator of a current price;

b^ receiving bids submitted bv a plurality of bidders, a bid indicating at least

a quantity ofthe items that a bidder wished to transact

c;^ determirung, for each of a plurality of bidders , a quantity ofthe items, if

anv. to be assigned at the current time, and in the event of such a determined gnantity, assigning

the determined miantitv to the determined bidden

d^ generating updated information regarding the bidding process; and
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initiating at least one additional optwrtunitv for bidders to submit bids if

any items reiTr>ftin nnassiened:

Tho mothod of claim 109 wherein the determining comprises the steps of;

[a]f) selecting for consideration a bidder not yet considered;

[b]g} summing the quantities to be transacted at the current price by all bidders

other than the bidder being considered;

[c]h) calculating a quantity of items to be assigned to the bidder being

coxjisidered, equaling the quantity of available items minus the sum of quantities to be transacted

at the current price by aU bidders other than the bidder being considered, ifthe sum of quantities

to be transacted at the current price by all bidders other than the bidder being considered is less

than the quantity of available items, and equaling zero otherwise;

[d]il assigning the quantity of items calculated in step c), within the bid of the

bidder being considered and not previously assigned to the bidder being considered, to the bidder

being considered at the current price; and

[e]B repeating steps^

—

^ f)-Q for each bidder.

Claim 1 16 (previously presented) The method of claim 108 fiirther including the step of

limiting each bid ofa bidder by the immediately preceding bid of the bidder.

Claim 1 17 (previously presented) The method of claim 109 further including the step of

limiting each bid ofa bidder by the immediately preceding bid of the bidder.

Claim 1 1 8 (previously presented) The method of claim 1 17 wherein the limitation on

each bid is that the quantity to be transacted at the current price must be no greater than the

quantity to be transacted by the bidder at the immediately preceding price.

Claim 119 (previously presented) The method of claim 108 wherein the updated

information regarding the bidding process includes all quantities to be transacted at the cunent

time.
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Claim 120 (previously presented) The method of claim 109 wherein the updated

information regarding the bidding process includes all quantities to be transacted at the current

price,

Claim 121 (previously presented) The method of claim 108 wherein the updated

information regarding the bidding process includes a sum of quantities to be transacted at the

current time.

Claim 122 (previously presented) The method of claim 109 wherem the updated

information regarding the bidding process includes a sum of quantities to be transacted at the

current price.

Claim 123 (previously presented) The method of claim 108 wherein a bid indicates

quantities of items that a bidder wishes to transact at two or more prices.

Claim 124 (previously presented) The method of claim 109 wherein a bid mdicates

quantities of items that a bidder wishes to transact at two or more current prices.

Claim 125 (currently amended) A computer-implemented method for using at least one

computer to implement for conducting an auction of a plurality of objects, the auction allowing

submission of bids on the objects at a plurality oftimes and allowing assignment of objects at

different prices, the method comprising:

a) transmitting from q computer a signal representing current information

regarding the bidding process;

b) receiving bids submitted by a plurality of bidders, each bid indicating at

least an object or a quantity of objects, and an associated price;

c) determining at a computer, for each of a plurality of bidders, objects or a

quantity of objects, if any, to be assigned to the bidder at the current time, and in the event of

such determined objects or quantity of objects, assigning the determmed objects or quantity of

objects to the determined bidder;
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d) generating means for generating updated information regarding the

bidding process; at a computef; and

e) initiating at a computer at least one additional opportunity for the

submission of bids if at least one object remains unassigned.

Claim 126 (previously presented) The method of claim 435127 wherein the assigning of

objects or a quantity of objects occurs at the associated price.

Claim 127 (currently amended^ A computeHfflptemented method for conducting an

auction of a plurality of objects, the auction allowing submission ofbids on the objects at a

plurality oftimes and allowing assignment of objects at different prices, the method comprising:

a^ transmitting a signal representing current infonnation regarding the

bidding process:

b^ receiving bids submitted bv a plurality of bidders^ each bid indicating at

least an object or a quantity of objects, and an associated price:

c^ determining, for each of a pluraUty of bidders, obj ects or a quantity of

objects, if any- to be assigned to the bidder at the current time, and in the event of such

determined objects or quantity of objects, assigning ^>ift Hfttftrmiried nh^ecte or quantity of objects

to the determined bidder;

d;^ generating updated information regarding the bidding process: and

e) initiating at least one additional opportunity for the submission ofbids if

at least one object remains unassigned:

The method of oloim 125 wherein the determining comprises the steps of:

[a)]f( selecting for consideration a bidder not yet considered;

[b)]g][ summing the quantities to be transacted by all bidders other than the

bidder being considered;

[c)]hi calculating a quantity of objects to be assigned to the bidder being

considered, equaling the quantity of available objects minus the sum of quantities to be

transacted by all bidders other than the bidder being considered, if the sum of quantities to be

transacted by aU bidders other than the bidder being considered is less than the quantity of

available objects, and equaling zero otherwise;
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[d)]i) assigning the quantity of objects calculated in step c), wiAin the bid ofthe

bidder being considered and not previously assigned to the bidder being considered, to the bidder

being considered; and

[e)]]} repeating steps a) d) f^-il for each bidder.

Claim 128 (currently amended) The method of claim 40^ 122 wherein the current

information regarding the bidding process includes a minimum price that may be submitted in a

bid.

Claim 129 (currently amended) The method of claim 43$ 127 vihesrem the current

information regarding the bidding process includes a maximum price that may be submitted in a

bid.

Claim 130 (currently amended) The method of claim i2& 122 wherein the number of

objects on which a bidder is allowed to bid is not greater than the munber of objects on which the

bidder bid in an immediately preceding round.

Claim 13 1 (currently amended) The ipefliod of claim 43$ 127 wherein a bid comprises a

list of specific objects and a price associated with each object in the list.

Claim 132 (currently amended) The method of claim 43§ 127 wherein a bid comprises

an indication of a quantity of objects and a price associated with the quantity of objects.

Claim 133 (cunently amended) The method ofclaim -ISf 127 wherein a bid indicates

the quantity of objects that a bidder wishes to transact at two or more prices.

Claim 134 (currently amended) A system comprising at least one computer for

implementing an auction ofa plurality of items, the auction allowing submission ofbids on the

items at a plurality oftimes and allowing assignment ofthe items at different prices, the system

comprising:
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a) transmitting means for transmitting a signal representing current

information regarding the bidding process to a plurality of bidders;

b) receiving means for receiving bids submitted by a plurality of bidders, a

bid mdioating at least one of said bids including a quantity parameter indicating a quantity of the

items that a bidder wishes to transact;

c) determining means for determining, for each of a plurality of bidders, a

quantity ofthe items, if any, to be assigned at the current time, and in the event of such a

determined quantity, assigning the detennined quantity to the detennined bidder;

d) generating means for generating updated information regarding the

bidding process; and

e) initiating means for initiating at least one additional opportunity for

bidders to submit bids if any items remain unassigned.

Claim 135 (previously presented) The system of claim 134 wherein the current

information regarding the bidding process includes an indicator of a current price.

Claim 136 (previously presented) The system of claim 135 wherein the determining

means assigns the detenmned quantity at a price related to the current price.

Claim 1 37 (previously presented) The system of claim 1 3 5 wherein the determining

means assigns the determined quantity at the current price.

Claim 138 (previously presented) The system ofclaim 135 wherein the determining

means is applied to each bidder who submitted a bid at the current price.

Claim 139 (currently amended) A svstem comprising at least one computer for

imolementine an auction ofa plurality of items, the auction allowing submission of bids on the

items at a plurality oftimes and allowing assignment ofthe items at different prices, the system

comprising:

a'^ transmittint? means for transmitting a signal representing current

jnformation regarding the bidding process to a plurality of bidders;
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b) receiving means for recei
j

ying bids submitted bv a plurality of bidders, a

bid indicating at least a quantity of the items that a bidder wichp^ tYartsact;

c) determining means for determining, for each of a plurality of bidders,_a

quantity ofthe items> if anv. to be assigned at the current time- and in the event of such a

determined quantity, aj^^i'primjjr the determined quantity to the determined bidder;

d^ generating means for generating updated information regarding the

t?^dding process: and

initiating means for initiating at least one additional opportunity for

bidders to submit bids if any items remain unassiened;

wherein the determining means comprises:

[a)]0 summing means for summing the quantities to be transacted by aU bidders

at the current time;

[b)]gi comparbg means, coupled to the summing means, for comparing tiie

summed quantity of items to be transact^ at the current time with the current quantity of

available items;

[c)]hl first assigning means, coupled to the comparing means, for assigning

items to a bidder based on the bids of other bidders and decreasing the current quantity of items

available in accordance with the assigning, ifthe summed quantity of items to be transacted at

the current time is greater than the current quantity of available items; and

[d)]i) second assigning means, coupled to die comparing means, for assigning to

each bidder a quantity of items corresponding to each bidder's respective bid, if the summed

quantity of items to be transacted at the current time is not greater than the current quantity of

available items.

Claim 140 (currentiy amended) A svstem comprising at least one computer for

implementing an auction of a plurality of items, the auction allowing submission ofbids o^ thg

items at a plurality oftimes and allowing assignment of tiie items at different pricpg, th? system

comprising:

ft) transmitting means for transmitting a signal representing current

information regarding the bidding process to a plurality of bidders:
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receiving means for receiving bids submitted by a plurality of bidders, a

bid indicating at least a quantitv of the items that a bidder wishes to transact;

c^ detgrmmmpmeans for determining, for each of a plurality ofbidders, a

guantitv of the items, if any- to be assigned at the current time, and p the event ofsucha

rifttgrminftH gnantity. assigning the determined quantitv to the determined bidden

d^ generating means for generating updated information regarding the

bidding process: and

e) initiating meatig -Fnr initiating at least one additional opportunity for

bidders to submit bids ifany items remain unassisned;

¥he system of oloim 134 wherein the determining means comprises:

[a)]fi selecting means for selecting for consideration a bidder not yet considered;

[b)]g) summing means, coupled to the selecting means, for summing the

quantities to be transacted by all bidders other than the bidder being considered;

[c)lhl calculating means, coupled to the sununing means^ for calculating a

quantity ofitems to be assigned to the bidder being considered, equaling the quantity of available

items minus the summed quantities to be transacted by all bidders other than the bidder being

considered, if the summed quantities to be transacted by all bidders other than the bidder being

considered is less than the quantity of available items, and zero otherwise; and

[d)]ii assigning means, coupled to the calculating means, for assignmg the

quantity of items calcxjlated by the calculating means, within the bid of the bidder being

considered and not previously assigned to the bidder being considered, to tihie bidder being

considered.

Claim 141 (currentiy amended) A system comprising at least one computer for

implementing an auction of a plurality of items, the auction allowing submission of bids on the

items at a plurality oftimes and allowing assignment ofthe items at different prices, the systen^

comprising:

a
) fraTTgrnitting means for transmitting a signal representing current

infoimation regarding the bidding process to a plurality ofbidders, wherein said cuircnt

information includes an indicator of a current price:
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V) receiving means for receiving bids submitted bv a plurality of bidders, ft

bid indicating at lea^t a quantity of the items that a bidder wishes to transact;

c^ determining means for determining, for each of a plurality of bidders, a

quantity of the items, if anv. to be assiimed at the current time, and in the event gf such a

determined quantity, assigning the determined gi^flntity tn the determined bidder;

d^ generating means for generating undated information regarding the

bidding process: and

e^ initiating means for initiatmg at least one additional oppominity for

bidders to submit bids if anv items remain unassiened;

g^e system -of claim 135 wherein the detennining comprises the steps of;

[a)] f} selecting means for selecting for consideration a bidder not yet considered;

[b)] g) summing means, coupled to the selecting means, for summing the

quantities to be transacted at the current price by all bidders other than the bidder being

considered;

[c)] h} calculating means, coupled to the summing means, for calculating a

quantity of items to be assigned to the bidder being considered, equaling the quantity of available

items minus the summed quantities to be transacted at the current price by all bidders other than

the bidder being considered, ifthe summed quantities to be transacted at the current price by all

bidders other than the bidder bemg considered is less than the quantity of available items, and

zero otherwise; and

[d)] 0 assigning means, coupled to the calculating means, for assigning the

quantity ofitems calculated by the calculating means, within the bid of the bidder being

considered and not previously assigned to the bidder being considered, to the bidder being

considered at the current price.

Claim 142 (previously presented) The system ofclaim 134 further including limiting

means for hmitmg each bid of a bidder by the immediately preceding bid of the bidder.

Claim 143 (currently amended) The system of claim 135 which further includes limiting

means for limiting each bid of a bidder by the immediately preceding bid of the bidder.
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Claim 144 (previously presented) The system of claim 143 wherein the limiting means

limits the quantity to be transacted at the current price to be no greater than the quantity to be

transacted by the bidder at the immediately preceding price.

Claim 145 (previously presented) The system of claim 134 wherein the updated

information regarding the bidding process includes all quantities to be transacted at the current

time.

Claim 146 (previously presented) The system of claim 135 wherem the updated

information regarding the bidding process includes all quantities to be transacted at the current

price.

Claim 147 (previously presented) The system ofclaim 134 wherein the updated

information reJarding the bidding process includes a sum of quantities to be transacted at the

current time.

Claim

information

current price,

148 (previously presented) The system of claim 135 wherein the updated

ding the bidding process includes a sum of quantities to be transacted at the
re{;ari

Claim

quantities

49 (previously presented) The system of claim 134 wherein a bid indicates

of itdms that a bidder wishes to transact at two or more prices.

Claim

quantities of ittms

Claim

implementing

objects at a plilraUty

system comprising

50 (previously presented) The system of claim 135 wherein a bid indicates

that a bidder wishes to transact at two or more current prices.

51 (previously presented) A system comprising at least one computer for

m auction of a plurality of objects, the auction allowmg submission of bids on the

oftimes and allowing assignment of the objects at different prices, the
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a)

infotmation

each bid

bidding process

bidders to

transmitting means for transmitting a signal representing current

regarding the biddir^ process to a pluraUty of bidders;

receivmg means for receiving bids submitted by a plurality of bidders,

indical^g at least an object or a quantity of objects, and an associated price;

determining means for determining, for each of a pli^iity of bidders,

of objects, if any, to be assigned to the bidder at the cmrent time, and in the

ditcnnined objects or quantity of objects, assigning the determined objects or

cts to the determined bidder;

generating means for generating updated infonnation regarding the

; and

) initiating means for initiating at least one additional opportunity for

subniit bids if at least one object remains unassigned.

objects or a qua|dltity

event of such

quantity of obje

Claim

means assigns

152 (currently amended) The system of claim 454: IS3l wherein the determining

objects or a quantity of objects at the associated price.

implementina i n

system comt>nimg:

each bid indicating

quantity ofobi

bidding process: and

09/397,008 Docket No,: 21735.00012-US

Claim 1|53 (currently amended) ^ system comprising at least one computer for

auction of a t)lnralitv of objects, the auction allowing submission of bids on the

objects at a plurality oftimes and allowing assignment of the objects at different prices, tfa_e

€i transmitting means for transmitting a $ipT>«l representing current

Infonnation re{;arding the bidding process to a plurality of bidders;

ti) receiving means fnr receiving bids submitted bv a plurality of bidders^

: at least an object or a quantity of objects, and an associated price;

determining means for dfltftrmiTiing, for each of a plurality of bidders.

objects or a qmintity of objects, if anv. to be assigned ip the bidder at the current time, and in the

event of such d ^fftrmi^ed objects or quantity ofob
j
ects, assigning the determined objects or

sets to the determined bidder;

generating means for generating updated information regarding the
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) initiating means for initiating at least one additional opportunity fpr

bidders to submit bids if at least one object Tf^matfis iinassigned:

• rho Dj^stcm of oloim 151 wherein the detennming means comprises:

[a)]fl selecting means for selecting for consideration a bidder not yet considered;

[b)]Ei summing means, coupled to the selecting means, for summing the

quantities to be transacted by all bidders other than the bidder being considered;

[c)]h) calculating means, coupled to the summing means, for calculating a

quantity of objects to be assigned to the bidder being considered, equaling the quantity of

avaUable objects minus the summed quantities to be transacted by all bidders other than the

bidder being considered, if the summed quantities to be transacted by all bidders other than the

bidder being coasidered is less than the quantity of available objects, and equaling zero

otherwise; and

d)]Q assigning means, coupled to the calculatmg means, for assigning the

quantity of objc cts calculated by the calculating means, within the bid of the bidder being

considered and not previoxisly assigned to the bidder being considered, to the bidder being

considered.

Claim

infomiation

bid.

l|54 (currently amended) The system ofclaim 4#4- 153 wherein the current

reg arding the bidding process includes a minimum price that may be submitted in a

Claim

information rej

bid.

Claim

means for limiting

than the numbiT

Claun

list of specific

1 55 (currently amended) The system of claim 454 151 wherein the current

liarding the bidding process includes a maximum price that may be submitted in a

56 (currently amended) The system of claim 4fi 153 farther including limiting

the number of objects on which a bidder is allowed to bid to be no greater

of objects on which the bidder bid in an immediately preceding round.

57 (currently amended) The system of claun^ 153 wherein a bid comprises a

objects and a price associated with each object in the list.
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Claim 158 (currenUy amended) Hie system of claim +#4- 153 wherein a bid comprises an

indication of aquantity of objects and aprice associated witii the quantity of objects.

Claim 159 (currently amended) The system ofclaimm 153 wherein abid indicates the

quantity of objects that a bidder wishes to transact at two or more prices.

Claim 160 (currently amended) A rompiitfir-imolemented method for using at loaat one

uomputGrtoimplomont gQ^ducting an auction of a plurality of items, the auction allowing

submission of bids on the items at a plurality of times, the method comprising:

a) transmitting feom a computer a signal represetiting information regarding

the bidding process, said information including at least an indicator of a current price;

b) receiving bids submitted by a plurality of bidders, each §ffld bid indicating

at least a quantity ofthe items that a bidder wishes to transact at the current price time and at

least one bid including a qiiantitv parameter indicating a quantity of the items that a bidder

wishes to transact at the current time;

c) consliaining bids at a computer so that the quantity contained in a bid that

a bidder wiidica to transaet at the current ffiee time is eraebe no greater than the quantity

contained in an earlier bid ^t tho bidder wished to trannoot at the immodiatcly proocding priee;

^ «mTnfnin|y the quantities contained in all bids at the current time to

determine a summed quantity of items at the cuy^nt time:

[d)]el determining at a computer whether the auction should end or continue,

based on a comparison of a sum of quantities thfi snmrned quantity of items that bidders

wioh to transaet at the current pfiee Jime and an available quantity of items;

[e)]fl generating at a computer updated information regarding the bidding

process; and

[f)]gi initiating at a computor at least one additional opportunity for bidders to

submit bids at a new price following a determination that the auction should continue.
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Claim 161 (currently amended) The melhod ofclaim 160 which further ixicludes

assigning quantities contained in bids feat biddora ^.-ish to transact, at prices related to the current

price, to the respective bidders foUowmg a determination that the auction should end.

Claim 162 (currently amended) The method of claim 160 which fiirther mcludes

assigning quaitfities contained in bids that bidders wah to tranoact. at the current price, to the

respective bidders following a determination that the auction should end.

Claim 163 (currently amended) A computer-iTT(p1emente4 method for conducting an

auction of a Plurality of items, the auction allowing submission ofbids on the items at a plurality

oftimes, tiie method comprising:

a) transmitting a signal representing information fe|zarding the bidding

process, said information including at least an indicator ofa current price;

h") receiving bids submitted bv a plurality of bidders, each bid indicating ftf

least a Quantity ofthe items that a bidder wishes to transact at the current price;

c) constraining bids .so that the quantity that a bidder wishes to transact at the

current price can be no greater than the quantity that the bidder wished to transact at the

immediately preceding price;

d^ deteimininp whether the auction should end or contuiue, based on a

comoaiison of a sum of quantities that bidders wish to transact at the current price and an

available quantity of items;

e\ generating updated information regarding the bidding process; and

f) initialing at least one additional opportunity for bidders to submit bids at a

new price following a determination that the auction should continue;

ac mcthod of claim 160 wherein the determining comprises the steps of:

[a]gi summing the quantities that all bidders wish to transact at the current price

to determine a total quantity ofitems that bidders wish to transact at the current price;

[b]h) if the total quanlily of items that bidders wish to transact at the current

price is greater than the current quantity of available items, determining that the auction should

continue; and
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[c]il if the total quantity of items that bidders wish to transact at the current

price is not greater than the current quantity of available items, determining that the auction

should end.

Claim 164 (currently amended) The method ofclaim 160 wherein the updated

information regarding the bidding process includes the disaggregated quantities contained in

each bid that cooh bidder vndhes to transact at the current price.

Claim 165 (currently amended) The method of claim 160 wherein the updated

information regarding the bidding process includes a sum ofquantities contained in said bids^
all bidders wish to transaet at the current price,

Claim 166 (previously presented) The method of claim 160 wherein a bid indicates

quantities ofitems that a bidder wishes to transact at two or more prices.

Claim 167 (currently amended) A system comprising at least one computer for

implementing an auction of a plurality of items, the auction allowing submission ofbids on the

items at a plurality oftimes, the system comprising:

a) transmitting means for transmitting a signal representing information

regarding the bidding process, said information including at least an indicator of a current price;

b) receiving means for receiving bids submitted by a plurality ofbidders,

each said bid indicating at least a quantity ofthe items that a bidder wishes to transact at the

current price time and at least one said bid including a quantity oaranfieter indicating a quantity of

the items that a bidder wishes to transact at the current time:

c) constraining means for constraining bids so tiiat the quantity ppntained in

a bid tiiat a bidder vviohoo to tirancact at the cutrent priee time can be no greater than tiie quantity

contained in an earlier bid that the bidder wished to transact at the immediately proocding price
;

d) fiiimTninfr means for summing the quantities that all bidders wish to

tran-sact at the current time to determine a summed quantity of 'sterna that bidders wish to

tagnsact at the current time;
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jy)! e) detenmning means for detemuning whether the auction should end or

continue, based on a comparison i nmm nf gnnntiti i
^'- the summed quantity of items that

bidders wish to transact at the current psee time and an available quantity ofitems;

[e)] generating means for generating updated information regarding the

bidding process; and

[f)] g) initiating means for initiating at least one additional opportunity for

bidders to submit bids at a new price following a determination that the auction should continue.

Claim 168 (previously presented) Tlje system of claim 167 which further includes

assigning means for assigning quantities that bidders wish to tiransact, at prices related to the

current price, to the respective bidders following a det»mination that the auction should end.

Claim 169 Oweviously presented) The system of claim 167 which further includes

assigning means for assigning quantities that bidders wish to transact, at the cuitent price, to the

respective bidders following a determination that tiie auction should end.

Claim 170 (cunrentiy amended) A system comprising at least one computer for

implementing an auction of aT^luralitv of items, tiie auction allnwing submi.ssion ofbids on the

items at a plurality of times, the svstem comprising:

g) fraT
^
smittine means for ti-ansmitting a signal representing information

regarding the bidding orocess. said information inftliiding at least an indicator ofa current price;

h) receiving means for receiving bids submitted bv a plurality ofbidders.

each bid indi'-atinp at least a quantity ofthe items that a bidder wishes to transact at tiie current

price:

c) constraining means for constraining bids so that tiie quantity fliat a bidder

wishes to transact at the current price can be no greater tiian the nuantitv tiiat the bidder wjshed

to transact at the immediately preceding price;

A) rtftfRnniniTip means fot dftfermininp whether tiie auction should end or

continue, based on a comparison ofa sum of quantities <hat biddeis wish to transact at tiie current

price and an available quantity of itemsj
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generating means for generating updated information reeaiding tfag

hiddin^ptocessiand

f> initiating mef^^s far iniriatinp; least one additional Qtmortunitv for

bidders to submit bids at a new nrice foUnwlnp a determination that tiie auction should confm^

wherein the determining means comprises:

[a]gi summing means for summing the quantities tiiat all bidders wish to

transact at the current price to determine a total quantity of items tiiat bidders wish to transact at

the current price;

[b]h} comparing means, coupled to tije summing means, for comparing the total

quantity ofitems that bidders wish to transact at the current price wifli the available quantity of

items;

[c]il second determining means, coupled to the comparing means, for

determining tiiat flie auction should end ifthe total quantity of items tiiat bidders wish to transact

at the current price is no greater than the available quantity of items; and

[d]j} third determining means, coupled to tiie comparing means, for

determining that tiie auction should continue if tiie total quantity of items tiiat bidders wish to

transact at the current price exceeds the available quantity of items.

Claim 171 (previously presented) The system ofclaim 167 wherein the updated

mformation regarding tiie bidding process includes tiie disaggregated quantities tiiat each bidder

wishes to transact at the current price.

Claim 172 (previously presented) The system ofclaim 167 wherein tiie updated

information regarding tiie bidding process includes a sum of quantities tiiat all bidders wish to

transact at the current price.

Claim 173 (previously presented) The system ofclahn 167 wherein a bid indicates

quantities ofitems that a bidder wishes to transact at two or more prices.
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Claim 174 (currently amended) A computer implemented method for using at loaot ono

computer to impfem^ conducting an auction of a plurality of items, the auction allowing

submission of bids on the items at a plurality of times, the method comprising:

a) transmitting from a computor a signal representing information regarding

the bidding process;

b) receiving bids submitted by a plurality of bidders, each bid indicating a

quantity ofthe items that a bidder wishes to transact at each of at least two prices;

c) determining at a computer whether the auction should end or continue,

based on a comparison of a sum of quantities that bidders wish to transact and an available

quantity of items;

d) generating at a computer updated information regarding the bidding

process; and

e) initiating at a oomputor at least one additional opportunity for bidders to

submit bids following a determmation that Ae atw^tion should continue.

Claim 175 (previously presented) The method of claim 174 wherein the updated

information regarding the bidding process includes the bid history.

Claim 176 (previously presented) The method of claim 175 wherein the bid history

mcludes the disaggregated quantities that bidders wish to transact.

Claim 177 (previously presented) The method of claim 175 wherein the bid history

includes a sum of quantities that bidders wish to transact.

Claim 178 (currently amended) A computer system oomprifling at least one computer for

implementing an auction of a plurality of items, the auction allowing submission of bids on the

items at a plurality of times, the system comprising:

a) transmitting means for transmitting a signal representing information

regarding the bidding process;
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b) receiving means for receiving bids submitted by a plurality of bidders,

each bid indicating a quantity of the items that a bidder wishes to transact at each of at least two

prices;

o) detennining means for determining whether the auction should end or

continue, based on a comparison of a sum of quantities that bidders wish to transact and an

available quantity of items;

d) generating means for generating updated inforaiation regarding the

bidding process; and

e) initiating means for initiating at least one additional opportunity for

bidders to submit bids following a determination that the auction should continue.

Claim 179 (previously presented) The system ofclaim 178 wherein the updated

information regarding the bidding process includes the bid history.

Claim 180 (previously presented) The system of claim 179 wherein the bid history

includes the disaggregated quantities that bidders wish to transact.

Claim 181 (previously presented) The system of claim 179 wherein the bid history

includes a sum of quantities that bidders wish to transact.

Claim 1 82 (currently amended) A method for using at least one computer to implement

an auction of a plurality of items, the auction allowing submission of bids on tiac items at a

plurality oftimes, the method comprising:

a) receiving bids submitted by a plurality of bidders, eaeh said bids roooivcd

gfr<x oomputor and including transaction curve information from a bidder;
and

b) generating signals, ea^ said signals goncrated at a eomputor and

representing the transaction curve information from [a] said bidders corresponding to a current

price,

Claim 1 83 (previously presented) The method of claim 1 82 further including the step of

Umiting the transaction curve information from a bidder corresponding to a current price to be nc
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greater than the transaction curve information from the bidder corresponding to the immediately

precedbig price.

Claim 184 (previously presented) A computer system for implementing an auction of a

plurality of items, the auction allowing submission of bids on the items at a plurality oftimes, the

computer system comprising:

a) receiving means for receiving bids submitted by a plurality of bidders, said

bids including transaction curve information from the plurality of bidders; and

b) generating means for generating signals, said signals representing the

transaction curve information from the plurality of bidders corresponding to a current price.

Claim 185 (previously presented) The system of claim 1 84 further including limiting

means for limiting the transaction curve information from a bidder corresponding to a current

price to be no greater than the transaction curve information from the bidder corresponding to the

immediately preceding price.
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